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5

Abstract6

In this paper, given a single mobile element and a time deadline, we investigate the problem of7

designing the mobile element tour to visit subset of nodes, such that the length of this tour is8

bounded by the time deadline and the communication cost between nodes outside and inside9

the tour is minimized. The nodes that the mobile element tour visits, works as cache points10

that store the data of the other nodes. Several algorithms in the literature have tackled this11

problem by separating two phases; the construction of the mobile element tour from the12

computation of the forwarding trees to the cache points. In this paper, we propose algorithmic13

solutions that alternate between these phases and iteratively improves the outcome of each14

phase based on the result of the other. We compare the resulting performance of our solutions15

with that of previous work.16

17

Index terms— component; wireless sensor networks; data gathering; mobile sensing.18

1 Introduction19

n wireless sensor network, data gathering using Mobile Elements (MEs) [1][2] [3] is one of the applications that20
gives rise to a fundamental problem in networks: given a network of sensor locations, design a path(s) for the21
mobile element(s) that will enable efficient gathering of all data from the network. Many variations of this22
problem have been studied in the literature. In some cases [4] [5][6] [7] [8], the investigated problem is described23
as given mobile element(s), design a path for the mobile element(s) to collect the data of the nodes. The objective24
of such problems is normally minimizing the length of the mobile element path or minimizing the number of used25
mobile elements. In this case we have a multiple or single travelling salesman problem instance to solve [9]. Some26
other problems [10] [11] [12][13] [14][15] [16], investigate the scenario where only one mobile element is used and27
the data of each node must be delivered to the sink within a pre-define time deadline. This time deadline is28
either due to timeliness constraints on the sensor data or a limit on the amount of energy available to the mobile29
element itself.30

With the presence of this time deadline, constructing the single mobile element tour to collect the data of31
the sensors via single-hop communication is not expected to obtain a feasible solution. The typical speed of32
the mobile element can be about 0.1-2 m/s [17] [18], resulting in substantial travelling time for the ME and,33
correspondingly, delay in gathering the sensors’ data, and eventually violating the time deadline.34

To address this problem, several proposals presented a hybrid method, which merges multi-hop forwarding35
with the use of mobile elements. In this method, some nodes behave as caching points (CPs) for data from other36
sensors. When an ME reaches a CP, it polls the data stored in the CP as well as data in other sensors. The37
ME is thus able to collect data from the network without having to physically visit all the sensors. This hybrid38
method arises the generic optimization problem; that is: determine the set of CPs such that the ME tour length39
is below a given constraint, that insures a minimum communication needs of the sensor nodes. The nature of40
the minimization objective can vary according to the application requirements, for example. it can be based on41
the number of hops or Euclidean distance, and target either the total or the maximum sum. The focus is on42
the problem of minimizing the total number of forwarding hops from all sensors to their respective nearest CPs;43
in other words, we target a solution where the forwarding requirements of all nodes are balanced as much as44
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5 RELATED WORK

possible (subject to the constraint on the ME tour length). We can say that the variation with the most practical45
importance, as each node’s hop counts to the closest CP is very correlated to the energy consumption it imposes46
on its peers, and, ultimately, to the network lifetime.47

In this paper, we investigate this optimization problem, which we refer to as the Periodic Rendezvous Data48
Collection (PRDC). Accordingly, we present two algorithmic solutions that address two application gathering49
scenarios. In the first scenario, that can be describe as the general one, we assume that each node forward exactly50
the number of packets as it received without employing any aggregation model. In the second model, we assume51
that the network adopt the n-to-1 aggregation model. In this model, each node wait until it receives all of the52
packets from its children in the routing tree, then aggregate these packets and send only packet. Considering53
the adopted aggregation model during the designing of the algorithmic solution is major issue in order to further54
increase the lifetime of network. ”Roughly speaking” this is established since in the first scenario, the number of55
forwarding hops will play an important factor in determining the network lifetime, where in the second scenario,56
the degree of the nodes the routing trees will be the factor.( D D D D D D D D )57

We begin with describing the first algorithm that we refer to as the Cluster-Based algorithm. This algorithm58
groups the network into a number of balanced-size clusters with a single caching point in each cluster, and59
iteratively improves the solution by alternating between the mobile element tour building phase and the caching60
points forwarding tree computation phase. We then describe the second algorithm that we refer to as the degree-61
based algorithm. The main step of this algorithm is to structure the routing trees in a way to avoid having62
nodes with high number of routing trees branch routed at this node (in other words high degree nodes). This63
work significantly extends our earlier results [14], by providing the second algorithm. We evaluate the algorithms64
experimentally on a wide range of practical scenarios, showing that it consistently outperforms the algorithm of65
[12].66

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II provides a formal definition of the problem, and67
Section III presents the related work in this research area. Section V presents the CB and DB algorithms, which68
are then evaluated in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.69

2 II.70

3 Problem Definition71

An instance of the PRDC problem consists of an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of72
vertices representing the locations of the sensors in the network, and E is the set of edges that represents73
the communication network topology, i.e. ( v i , v j ) ? E iff vi, vj are within each other’s communication range.74
A distinguished vertex v s ? V denotes the location of the sink. In addition, the complete graph G’ = (V, E’),75

where E’ = V × V, represents the possible movements of the ME. Each edge (v i , v j ) ? E’ has a length r ij76
, which represents the time needed by the ME to travel between sensor v i and v j . The data of all sensors must77
be uploaded to the ME periodically at least once in L time units, where L is determined from the application78
requirements and the sensors’ buffer size. In other words, we assume the ME conducts its tour periodically, with79
L being a constraint on the maximum tour length. In this paper, for simplicity, we assume that the ME travels80
at constant speed, and that, therefore, the travelling times between sensors ( r ij ) correspond directly to their81
respective Euclidean distances; however, this assumption is not essential to the solution algorithm and can be82
easily alleviated if necessary.83

A solution to the PRDC problem in the general application scenario consists of a tour (i.e. a path in G’) that84
starts and ends in v s , where the length of the tour is bounded by L, such that the sum of hop-distances between85
every sensor and the tour is minimized. Where once the n-1 aggregations model the goal become reducing the86
upper bound of the highest degree possible for the nodes.87

4 III.88

5 Related Work89

This work is categorised as a merging multi-hop forwarding with data collection by MEs. Earlier research, [20]90
[21], assumed the mobile route to be predefined and mainly concerned with the timing of transmissions, to91
minimize the need for in-network caching by timing the transmissions to coincide with the passing of the tour.92
In [12] [11], the minimum-energy Rendezvous Planning Problem (RPP) was introduced. This problem deals93
with determining the set of rendezvous points constructing the ME tour. In RPP, the target is to have the94
Euclidean distance, between the source nodes and the tour, as minimum as possible. Unlike the PRDC problem95
that we consider in this paper, where we aim to minimize the hop distance, as the Euclidean distance is not96
a reliable indicator of the true communication cost between nodes, because the existance of physical barriers.97
In addition, the method of ??12][11] requires that a sensor is able to aggregate packets from multiple sources98
into a single transmission, which thereby limits the extent that it can be used in practice. From an algorithmic99
perspective, the solutions in [12] [11] is performed by first computing the maximal tour under the constraint, and100
then building the forwarding trees around that tour. This separation reduces the solution search space, but our101
proposed algorithm repeats the tour building and forwarding tree computation phases in a way that iteratively102
improve the solution.103
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Path finding algorithms based on max flow computations have been considered by [16]. However the problem104
they consider is finding a path through the network area, which does not need to move from a sensor location105
to another. In our case this is a restriction for the mobile element. Also the mobile element moves along the106
determined path in the case of [16] while in our case we are looking for tour that does not revisit any node. The107
problem presented in this work shares some similarities with the mobile element navigation problem defined by108
[22]. As a solution for this problem, the authors presented an integrated mobile element navigation and data109
routing framework. This framework aims to achieve a desired trade-off between energy consumption and delay in110
the network. The objective of this framework is to determine the mobile element tour such that each node is at111
most k-hops away from the tour, where k is given. The proposed process starts by identifying the nodes, which112
will be involved in the mobile element tour. Then the tour of the mobile element is constructed by employing113
the TSPsolver developed by Bonabeau et al. [23]. To identify the nodes involved in the mobile element tour, the114
authors proposed a heuristic-based approach. This approach starts by representing the network as a tree, and115
then the process works by dividing this tree into sub-trees, where the width of each sub-tree is bounded by k. By116
bounding the number of hops, the authors aim to achieve a desired balance between the lifetime of the network117
and End-to-End delay.118

The PRDC problem shares some similarities with the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) [24]. Given a fleet119
of vehicles assigned to a depot, VRP deals with determining the fleet routes to deliver goods from a depot to120
customers while minimizing the vehicles’ total travel cost. Among the VRP variations, the Vehicle Routing121
Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW) [25]is the closest to PRDC. In VRPTW, each customer must be visited122
by exactly one vehicle and within a pre-defined time interval. PRDC also shares some similarity with the Deadline123
Travelling Salesman Problem (Deadline-TSP) [26], which can be described as seeking the minimum tour length124
for a salesman to visit a set of cities, where each city must be visited before a predetermined time deadline.125
In particular, the special case when all cites have the same deadline reduces Deadline-TSP to the well known126
Orienteering problem [27]; PRDC can thus be considered as a generalization of the Orienteering problem.127

IV.128

6 Algorithmic Solutions129

The proposed algorithm is based on the insight that, in trying to maximize the network lifetime, the problem130
of finding the most efficient ME tour and that of finding the best forwarding trees from sensors to the tour are131
dependent; the solution of each has a intense impact on the outcome of the other. Hence, the two problems132
should ideally be solved jointly. Since a joint solution is intractable for all except the smallest instance sizes, we133
propose two algorithms, the Cluster-Based (CB) and the Degree-Based (DB).134

a) The Cluster-Based Algorithm This algorithm iteratively obtains the mobile element tour and the routing135
trees, this improves the solution in each iteration based on the result of the previous one. To accomplish this,136
the algorithm partitions the network into energy-aware clusters, such that in each cluster a single CP is finally137
chosen.138

The CB algorithm comprises of two phases: tour-building and final-tour-improvement. During the tour-139
building phase, the algorithm finds a tour that visits as many clusters as possible, where clusters are obtained140
by partitioning the network into groups of approximately the same number of nodes. This type of construction141
balances the forwarding traffic inside the clusters. As soon as this tour is obtained, the final-tourimprovement142
phase starts to enhance the quality of this tour.143

Figure 1 shows the structure of the CB algorithm. Lines 1-11 correspond to the tour-building phase; the144
second phase (final-tour-improvement) is given in line 12 and is described in detail in subsection IV.C. The145
tour-building phase follows a process similar to the binary-search mechanism. In each round, the process selects146
number of clusters to be established ( c ) from the middle of the range of possible values so far, which initially147
starts from 1 to the total number of sensors in the network. In case the choice of produces a tour that satisfies148
the length constraint L, then the lower half of the range is deleted and the process is repeated; conversely, if the149
length constraint is not satisfied, the upper range is deleted instead. The search stops if the maximum number150
of clusters is found that is able to satisfy the tour length constraint.151

In line 4, we show how to construct a tour for a given number of clusters c. This construction comprises two152
steps: first, partitioning the network into clusters, followed by finding a shortest tour that visits one node in153
each cluster. These steps are explained in more detail in the following sections. The clustering step finds a given154
number of clusters such that the sum of hop-distances is minimized among nodes belonging to the same cluster.155
Hence, in a network of homogeneous node density, this results to a balanced number of nodes in the clusters. To156
that end, the clustering step works by bounding the distance between a node and its cluster’s centre node ( c ),157
that is defined as the node that has the minimum total hop-distance to all other nodes in the cluster.158

Figure 2 shows the process of the clustering step. At the start, c nodes are selected randomly as the initial159
clusters centre nodes. Then, based on the hopdistance to the cluster’s centre node every other node is assigned160
to its closest cluster. If all nodes have been assigned, the centre node for each cluster is recalculated, and the161
process is repeated from the beginning based on the new c cluster centres. The clustering step stops when the162
identity of the clusters’ centre nodes does not change between two consecutive iterations. When all clusters are163
found in the clustering step, the next phase is to find a tour that traverses exactly one node (the CP) from each164
cluster. To guarantee an ideal communication energy consumption, the CP in each cluster should be the cluster165
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7 V. SIMULATION EVALUATION AND RESULTS

centre node, since it has the minimum hop-distance to all other nodes in the same cluster. Inappropriately, this166
will usually result to have a tour with a much longer travelling time than many other possible tours. However,167
the objective of the tour-finding step is to find the tour with the shortest overall length that traverses exactly168
one node from each cluster. Even though such a tour will maybe end up with sub-optimal CPs for the given set169
of clusters, it allows the overall algorithm to finally attain a larger number of clusters while satisfying the tour170
length constraint. Certainly, the number of clusters has a greater impact on the overall quality of the solution171
than the choice of a particular CP inside a cluster.172

The problem solved in the tour-finding step is thus an instance of One-of-a-Set TSP [28]. Its solution consists173
of two parts, namely: nodes identification, during which the identity of the CPs is found, and tour construction174
which finds the optimal tour among the chosen points. In our algorithm, the nodes identification simply iterates175
over the clusters and selects the nearest node to the set of CPs so far. If the nodes are found, the optimal tour176
connecting them is identified; for example, using Christofides algorithm [29]. Figure ?? provides a psaudocode177
of the process performed in tour-finding step. iii. Final Tour Improvement Phase178

In this section, we describe a final tour phase to enhance the quality of the tour found in the first phase. Up179
to this stage, the network is partitioned to the maximum possible number of clusters such that the resulting tour180
does not violate the length constraint L. Yet, the tour itself is the minimum-length for this set of clusters, and181
naturally, the travelling time of the tour at this stage is strictly less than L. This gap raises the possibility of182
amending the tour by choosing different CPs (closer to the respective cluster centres), as long as the tour length183
constraint stays satisfied, so as to reduce the total hop-distance between CPs and other nodes in their respective184
clusters.185

The final tour improvement phase is given in Figure 4. For every cluster, unless the corresponding CP already186
happens to be the cluster’s centre node, an alternative CP is considered (denoted CP’) which is the next node on187
the shortest path from CP to the cluster’s centre in G. The algorithm calculates how much the ME tour length188
would increase if CP were replaced by CP’ in this cluster only, and performs the change to the alternative CP’189
for the cluster where the length increase is minimal. Repeatedly the process keeps running until it is no longer190
possible to change the CP without violating the tour length constraint L. In this algorithm, since the application191
is assumed to use the n-to-1 aggregation model, minimizing the total number of hops is no longer an important192
issue. With such model, having the same number of nodes in different routing tree structure (regardless the193
number of hops) will result in the same network lifetime, as long as the degree of the nodes in all cases are the194
same. This is established, since in this scenario, the energy consumed by receiving is the main issue in determining195
the lifetime of the node. For instance, imagine that you are given a sub-tree consists of ten nodes rooted at node196
n. Now designing the routing tree for this sub-tree in a way that makes each node directly transmit its data to197
the node n results in significantly reducing the lifetime of node n, compared to the situation where the nodes are198
connected in a chain-structure (each node receive from maximum one node).199

To this end, the DB algorithm is designed with the objective of reducing the maximum degree possible for200
each node in the routing tree. The DB algorithm starts by constructing the Shortest Path Tree (SPT) rooted201
at the sink. Once this tree is obtained, the algorithm proceeds by eliminating the nodes (except the sink) that202
only have one child in the SPT. Once any node is eliminated, the tree connectivity will be maintained by add203
an edge between the parent and the child of the eliminated node. Once this elimination process is performed,204
the resultant tree will consist of the following type of nodes: iii. Intermediate Nodes Nodes with high degree205
nodes their parents. In addition, they must have one leaf node as a child. Now, if we select the intermediate206
nodes as the caching points, the resultant network lifetime will be optimal, since each node in the routing will207
receive data from only one node. However, the length of such a tour might violate the time transit constraint.208
In this direction, the caching point identification step works by selecting subset of the intermediate nodes to209
be the caching points with the objective of increasing the lifetime of the network. In this step, each HD-node210
(n i ) will be assigned a value p i that represents the number of children for this node. This value is used to211
prioritize selecting the caching points to be nodes that have HD-nodes as their parents, since reducing the number212
of children for these HD-nodes is a major factor in increasing the lifetime of the network. This step works by213
iteratively reduce the degree of such nodes. Now, in each iteration, the step works by adding the nearest child of214
the HD-node with the biggest to the current constructed tour.215

This step starts by assigning a value l i for each intermediate node v i . This value is the number of children216
for this node parent in the original SPT. If this addition result in a tour satisfies the time transit constraint, the217
added node as well as its child will be removed from the SPT, and the p i value for this node will be subtracted218
by one. Then, the caching point identification step will be re-triggered to select caching point as the child of the219
HD-node that have the biggest p i . This process stops when no new caching point (intermediate node) can be220
added to the tour without violating the transit constraint. Figure ?? shows the steps of the DB algorithm. The221
tour is obtained using Christofides algorithm [29].222

Figure ?? : The Degree-based Algorithm223

7 V. Simulation Evaluation and Results224

To validate the performance of the CB and the DB algorithms, we have conducted an extensive set of experiments225
using the J-sim simulator for WSN [30]. Due to space constraints, we only present a sample of our results here,226
based on a few representative scenarios that are described henceforth. Unless mentioned otherwise, the network227
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area is 160,000 m 2 . The radio parameters are set according to the MICAz data sheet [31], namely: the radio228
bandwidth is 250 kbps, the transmission power is 21 mW, the receiving power is 15 mW, and the initial battery229
power is 20 Joules. Each sensor node sends one packet per ME tour, where the packet has a fixed size of 100 bytes.230
Each experiment is an average of 10 different random topologies. We are particularly interested in investigating231
the following metrics:? Number of CPs ? Total size of routing trees232

The deployment of sensors is typically application-dependant and the evaluation results will depend on the233
deployment characteristics. In this evaluation, we consider the following scenarios:234

? Uniform deployment: in this scenario, we assume that the nodes are uniformly deployed in a square area of235
400 × 400 m 2 . ? Multi-level: in this scenario, we divide the network into a 5 × 5 grid of squares, where each236
square is 80 × 80 m 2 . Then, we randomly choose 10 of the squares, and in each one of those we fix the node237
density to be 5 times the density in the remaining squares. Output: ? (tour to be assigned to the ME)238

8 Global239

1 ??? ? ???(?)240
2 ???? ? ?????????(???) To benchmark our algorithm, we compare it against the Rendezvous Design for241

Variable Tracks (RD-VT) algorithm presented in [12]. The RD-VT algorithm In this evaluation, we consider the242
1% network lifetime metric, which is defined as the time until 1% of nodes run out of energy. For simplicity, we243
only account for the radio receiving and transmitting energy. Figures ??-8 show the results for both deployment244
scenarios as a function of the number of nodes (equivalently, network density), for a value of L that is set to245
0.15 T L , where s = 1 m/s is the speed of the mobile element, and T L is the length of the minimum spanning246
tree (MST) that connects all the nodes for 1000-nodes network. Figures 6 and 7 show the result for the scenario247
where the application adopts the 1-to-n aggregation model, and figures 8 and 9 shows the results when there248
is no aggregation model used by the application. From figures 6 and 7 we can see that the DB algorithm249
constantly outperforms the RD-VT algorithm. Also, we can see from these figures that increasing the number250
of nodes results in increasing the gap between the DB and the RD-VT algorithms, especially in the multi-level251
deployment scenarios. This is mainly due to the mechanism both algorithms used. The DB algorithm works252
by reducing the degree of the nodes (number of tree branches) inside the routing trees, and as we discussed253
before, the number of routing tree branches is the main factor in determining the lifetime of the network. The254
RD-VT algorithm construct it solution by traversing the MST in preorder, and such traversing does not take255
into account the degree of the nodes during the construction of the tours. These are the main factors behind the256
shown performance.3 ???? ? ????257

Also, from figures 8 and 9, we can see that the CB consistently outperforms RD-VT. This also due to how258
each algorithm constructs its tour. The RD-VT algorithm constructs its solution by traversing the MST, and259
such traversing does not take the distribution of the nodes during the construction of the solution. On the other260
hand, the CB algorithm works by dividing the network into similarly sized clusters and building the tour to visit261
one node from each cluster; this results in a and thereby increases the network lifetime. The influence of tis factor262
is more obvious in the multi-level deployment scenario. We proceed to show how the network lifetime depends263
on the value of the tour length constraint L. Figures 10-13 show the results for both deployment scenarios with264
500 nodes. Figures 10 and 11 show the result for the 1-to-n aggregation model, and figures 12 and 13 show the265
results where there is no aggregation model in used. Here, the horizontal axis shows the value of L normalized as266
a fraction of . We observe that, reducing the value of the transit constraint results in reducing the gap between267
these algorithms performances. This is mainly due to the fact that reducing the transit constraint results in268
significantly reducing the solution space. Such reduction results in reducing the importance of the algorithms269
key factors, since it will significantly limit the number of feasible solutions.270

9 b) Number of CPs271

Figures 14 and 15 show the impact of the network density on the number of CPs each algorithm obtains. The272
figures show that for the same tour length, RD-VT includes more CPs than DB and CB. As one would expect,273
this is due to RD-VT mechanism of traversing the tree. However, as previously shown in the discussion on274
network lifetime, the number of CPs in itself has no impact on the resulting performance; it is the location of275
the CPs that is the main factor that influences the network lifetime.276

10 c) Size of Routing Trees277

Figures 16 and 17 show the impact of the number of nodes on the total size of the routing trees (i.e. the sum278
of hop-distances from all sensor nodes to their respective CPs) that each algorithm obtains. The figures show279
that the size of the routing trees obtained by the DB algorithm is smaller than the one obtained by the RD-VT280
algorithm and bigger than the one obtained by the CB algorithm. Although the RD-VT algorithm obtained281
more CPs than the CB and the DB algorithms, the latter two algorithms nevertheless achieves smaller routing282
trees overall. This is because the tree traversal process used by RD-VT results in a set of CPs that includes many283
mutual neighbors, which is not useful when those nodes are used as roots for separate trees; in other words, many284
of the resulting trees are very small, while only a limited number of CPs end up being roots of large trees (i.e.285
serve as cache points for a large number of sensors). On the other hand, the CPs selected by the CB and the DB286
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algorithms are distributed more evenly across the network, resulting in trees whose size is better balanced and287
therefore lowering the total sum of hop-distances of all nodes.288

11 Conclusion289

In this paper, to find efficient tours for mobile elements in WSNs, we presented two algorithmic solutions. The290
difference between the proposed solutions is in the adopted assumption for the application scenario. In the first291
algorithm, we assumed that the n-to-1 aggregation model is employed, and in the second algorithm, no assumption292
about the availability of aggregation was made. Such information helped by emphasizing the main factors behind293
increasing the lifetime of the network during the construction of the tours. Through a wide range of simulation294
scenarios, we showed that the proposed algorithms increase the resulting network lifetime significantly compared295
to the previously best known solutions.296
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